
Groupings of 5s (16th Notes) Around The Drums
By: Nick Costa

The top three odd groupings for drummers are groupings of 3, 5, and 7.  In this lesson 
we will focus on groupings of 5 around the drumset. 

Before we begin, we’re going to relate groupings of 5 to a word. In Benny Greb’s The 
Language of Drumming and during Anika Nilles Drumeo clinic, both mentioned relating 
groupings of 5 to the word University, because it has 5 syllables. During the exercise, 
say the word University to yourself to help lock in the grouping. 

Start off playing 16th notes in 4/4 time, grouping them into 5s while accenting the first 
note of the grouping while keeping quarter note pulse on the hi hat. This will leave 1 
extra 16th note at the end of the measure.

(Drummers should  practice starting with both the right and left hands)

Start by playing 2+3 groupings (R L R L L) and loop the 1 measure pattern - restarting 
the cycle on count 1. 

After playing with 2+3 groupings (R L R L L) repeat the same exercise, but alternate 
your sticking pattern.



Next, put it into context by playing a basic rock beat for 3 measures, then a measure of 
16th note 5s. Try it both in the 2+3 grouping, and alternating.
After getting the pattern down, play each grouping of 5 on a different drum (1st grouping 
on Snare, 2nd on Rack Tom, 3rd on Floor Tom).

Next, play a simple rock rhythm for 2 measures, then the groupings of 5 for 2 measures.

Finally, it’s time to play over the barline. Play 2+3 pattern for 2 measures (which leaves 
2 extra 16th notes), then 4 measures (which leaves 4 extra 16 notes)



Next, play the same patterns alternating.

Adding the Bass Drum
Now it’s time to add the bass drum to our groupings of 5. Start off by replacing the last 
note with a kick drum (ex 1), then replacing the first note with a kick drum (ex2), and 
finally replacing the first and last note with a kick drum (ex3).



Next, loop each exercise, restarting the groupings on count 1.

Finally play over the barline



If you’re looking to challenge yourself even further, here are some variations to help you 
do so:
1) Double the accented notes
2) Replace the accented notes with two alternated 32nd notes
3) Double the non-accented notes
4) Replace the non-accented notes with two alternated 32nd notes
5) Replace the accented note with a flam
6) Replace the non-accented note with a flam

Now it’s time to experiment.  Think about various ways you can alter this exercise like 
playing with your left foot instead of your right, or even reversing the entire exercise by 
playing the hand patterns with your feet and the foot patterns with your hands.  Feel free 
to send any questions or combinations you come up with to nickcostamusic@me.com !
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